Bradley Beach First Jumic Methodist Church
PROPOSED RENOVATION

KEY BUILDING FEATURES DEVELOPED FOR ESTIMATE
(Sanctuary Level Plan)

EXCLUDED FROM DESIGN
- NO ROOF TOP DECK ABOVE GYMNASIUM
- NO ELEVATED WALKING TRACK INSIDE GYMNASIUM
- NO STAGE IN GYMNASIUM
- MAINTAIN CHARACTER OF NW STAIRS AT MADISON AND LARENE INTERSECTION
- DEMOLISH PARSONAGE

INCLUDED IN DESIGN
- MAINTAIN HISTORIC FEATURES TO GREATEST EXTENT POSSIBLE
- 800 SF ADDITION WITH ELEVATOR AND RESTROOMS
- WHEELCHAIR LIFT AT SANCTUARY
- RECEPTION AREA AT SANCTUARY LEVEL
- GYMNASIUM STAYS
- FULL-SERVICE COMMUNITY KITCHEN
- "KIDS ZONE" - SECRET STAIR AND BALCONY
- PROVIDE BIKE RACKS
- DUMPSTER MOVED INTERNAL NEAR KITCHEN
- LOADING NEAR KITCHEN
- DESIGNATED ADA PARKING ON STREET
- CRAWL SPACE UTILIZED FOR ADDITIONAL ELECTRICAL CLOSET
- LIMIT IMPERVIOUS COVERAGE
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